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Abstract

Simulation of geodynamic processes in sandbox experiments requires analogue materials with a deformation behaviour that reproduces

the deformation mechanisms of typical crustal rocks. We present data on the frictional strength of different sand types employing static and

dynamic shear tests. The sand types analysed are characterised by an elastic/frictional plastic mechanical behaviour with a transient strain-

hardening and strain-softening phase prior to transition to stable sliding. This is in conflict with the standard assumption of an ideal

cohesionless Coulomb-material with constant frictional properties. The influence of the identified transient material properties on the

kinematics, growth mechanisms, and internal deformation patterns of convergent sand wedges results in characteristic wedge segments

which vary—depending on material compaction—between wedges with well defined segments (i.e. frontal-deformation zone, frontal-

imbrication zone and internal-accumulation zone) with straight slopes and wedges with a continuous convex topographic profile. For most

materials, only the frontal part of the wedge is critical during experimental runs. Taper and strength of the wedge segments can be shown to

be controlled by the frictional properties of active faults. Wedge segmentation is controlled by a bulk-strength increase toward the rear of the

wedge due to fault rotation in mechanically less-favourable orientations and plastic material hardening. The limit between the frontal critical

parts of a wedge and internal stable parts is largely controlled by a critical state of stress upon which either renewed failure or fault

inactivation occurs. On this basis, we suggest that critical-taper analysis of wedges must be restricted to specific kinematic segments.

Comparison of the experimental results with the Nankai accretionary wedge suggests that our interpretation also applies to natural

convergent wedges. Moreover, we provide constraints for the selection of adequate granular analogue materials to simulate typical crustal

rocks in natural convergent wedges.
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1. Introduction

Critical-taper theory is a concept with a high potential to

understand orogeny, owing mainly to its simplistic and

straightforward way of linking the force balance of an

orogen in selfsimilar growth mode to its bulk geometry,

mechanical properties, and kinematics (Chapple, 1978;

Davis et al., 1983). This approach has been successfully

used to explain the mechanics of fold-and-thrust belts,

forearc wedges as well as entire orogenic belts (Davis et al.,

1983; Platt, 1986; Willett, 1992). Scaled analogue exper-

iments with granular materials (e.g. sand), in particular,

were able to link the internal structural evolution and related

particle displacement field to the material properties,

thereby yielding a first-order approach to understand the

mechanics of different deformation styles that may be

applied to nature (e.g. Malavieille, 1984; Huiqi et al., 1992;

Lallemand et al., 1994b; Gutscher et al., 1996; Wang and

Davis, 1996).

Despite this successful application of the critical-taper

theory, it has been recognised that a more detailed

mechanical analysis and description of experiments per-

formed with scaled analogue materials fails to correctly

explain predicted or observed geometries. The theoretical

critical ‘Coulomb Wedge’ (Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 1984)

may not adequately describe the deformation patterns of

convergent non-cohesive sand wedges and their characteristic
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convex topography (Mulugeta, 1988; Mulugeta and Koyi,

1992).

From critical-taper theory it follows that only three

fundamental material properties control the critical wedge

geometry, the internal kinematics, and stress regime of a

wedge that remains at hydrostatic fluid pressure: internal

and basal friction (mint, mb), and cohesion (C; Fig. 1a).

Hence, an explicit understanding of the deformation

processes and the discrepancies described above requires

that specific attention needs to be given to the properties in

analogue materials, so that they properly represent natural

materials. The physical properties of dry granular materials,

such as quartz sand, were investigated by several authors

(Hubbert, 1937; Mulugeta, 1988; Huiqi et al., 1992;

Lallemand et al., 1994b; Gutscher et al., 1996; Cobbold,

1999). From their results, average material properties are

commonly assessed to determine an overall effective scaling

factor and to describe the analogue material used—not

resolving, however, the problem mentioned above. Based

on the analysis of natural wedges by Zhao et al. (1986),

Mulugeta and Koyi (1992) suggested that deformation-

dependent variations of cohesion can cause a convex wedge

shape and may be a key element to overcome the

discrepancy between theory and experiment as cited above.

Recent, more detailed analyses on granular material

behaviour suggested a refined treatment of analogue

experiments (Krantz, 1991; Schellart, 2000). Accordingly,

deformation behaviour for small normal stresses (0–

400 Pa)—as is the case in common laboratory setups—is

more complex than previously assumed and, in addition,

internal friction also depends on rounding, sphericity, and

grain size (Schellart, 2000). Krantz (1991) revealed that the

preparation technique (sifted, poured or sprinkled) of the

sand is decisive for internal friction and that the frictional

properties differ significantly for fault initiation and for

reactivated faults. This latter feature is well known from

experiments performed on natural rocks (Brace and Byerlee,

1966; Byerlee, 1978; Paterson, 1978) and forms the basis for

assessing the strength of the continental crust. This may be

of major importance since critical-taper theory implicitly

only uses one set of frictional coefficients. The assumption

of constant frictional properties helps to estimate down-

scaled material properties. However, this restriction may be

an oversimplification, the consequence of which for analysis

of experimental wedges has not been established. Accord-

ingly, proper representation of natural systems in exper-

iments must (a) identify the factors that control material

properties and use these to choose materials according to the

behaviour of natural rocks in the brittle field, and (b) based

on these results, define a strategy that is appropriate to

Fig. 1. (A) Convergent wedge and its controlling parameters: a—surface slope; b—basal dip; mint—coefficient of internal friction; mbas—coefficient of basal

friction; l—internal pore pressure ratio; lb—basal pore pressure ratio; r—density of rocks; rw—density of seawater (s1—maximum principle stress; s3—

minimum principle stress; C0—angle between s1 and surface slope; Cb—angle between s3 and wedge base; after Davis et al., 1983). (B) a/b-diagram with

indicated dynamical states of a convergent wedge with a specific ratio of friction (mbas/mint; after Dahlen, 1984). The point marks the wedge shown in (A).

(C) Conventional Mohr-diagram of convergent wedges with indicated states of stress at the depth z (sz), determined from the basal dip (b) for a given surface

slope (a). The point A marks an activated basal detachment of a critically-tapered wedge. Stresses determined by the second intersection with the Mohr circle

of any line passing through the pole (pole construction method; Terzaghi, 1943) act on a plane oriented parallel to that line in physical space.
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extend the analysis of accretionary wedges, fold-and-thrust

belts, and orogenic belts.

In the present paper, we attempt to address these two

issues with a mechanical-property analysis and a series of

convergent sandbox experiments with a highly idealised

setup. These experiments focus on the determined material

properties and the associated kinematic evolution of thrust

wedges. We first analyse the dependence of the mechanical

properties of granular analogue materials (quartz sand) on

standard handling techniques by shear tests. We then

demonstrate the role of material properties that show

variations during ongoing deformation and establish the

potential of quartz sand to be used for scaled analogue

experiments. Lastly, we will show how these results can be

applied to the understanding of the mechanics of scaled

analogue experiments by performing critical-taper analysis.

2. Theoretical background

The critical-taper theory shows that any orogen will

evolve towards a dynamically steady state with a balance

between material input and wedge taper (slope angle þ

basal dip) as well as with the mechanical properties of the

wedge itself and its basal shear zone (Fig. 1a; Davis et al.,

1983; Dahlen, 1984). Dynamic equilibrium of a wedge, as

expressed by stable sliding of a wedge over its base without

internal deformation, will only be affected by changes of its

boundary conditions (e.g. its mechanical properties,

material supply, amount of material eroded, etc.). Accord-

ingly, a convergent wedge can exhibit three dynamic states

(i.e. state of stress; Fig. 1b and c; Dahlen, 1984):

1. In the stable state, the wedge does not need to

accommodate minor changes in its boundary conditions

(e.g. its mechanical properties, material supply, amount

of material eroded etc.) as long as these do not lead to a

state of near-failure throughout.

2. At the limits of the stable state—the critical state—

equilibrium is achieved between the basal traction, the

stresses acting at the rear of the wedge and the frictional

resistance of the wedge material and its base, i.e. the

wedge is at failure throughout during slip over its base.

Such a critically-tapered wedge is indicated by faults that

are continuously at failure.

3. In the non-stable state, the wedge is in a sub-critical

or supra-critical state and has to adjust its shape to a

critical state by internal deformation, i.e. by short-

ening in the case of the sub-critical state or by

extension in the case of the supra-critical state.

A wedge, which is in a critical state of stress, will grow

self-similarly by adjusting its critical shape during material

addition (or removal) by internal deformation. Strain rates

are largest where modification of the wedge shape is caused

by changed parameters, as the new parameters determine

another critical taper, to which the wedge has to adjust. In

fossil orogenic belts, this is obvious, e.g. from repeated

reactivation of faults, formation of out-of-sequence faults,

domains of diffuse wedge-internal deformation with

second-generation fabrics, or from synconvergent exten-

sional collapse of parts of the wedge.

The Coulomb Failure Criterion, as used in the critical-

taper theory, defines the behaviour of Coulomb Wedges. In

this context, a Coulomb-type material is defined to be non-

cohesive and characterised by a linear stress-strain relation-

ship, until failure occurs (Fig. 2a). Subsequent plastic

deformation then proceeds under constant shear stress. The

strength of such a material at failure, i.e. the peak strength, is

equal to the strength during stable sliding. The coefficient of

friction, therefore, depends solely on the strength at failure

and the normal stress. However, mechanical experiments on

natural rocks have established that a distinction must be

made between the properties of an undeformed and

deformed material (Brace and Byerlee, 1966; Byerlee,

1978; Paterson, 1978). Undeformed materials have higher

strengths and higher friction coefficients than fractured

materials (Fig. 2b). The strength of the latter is only

controlled by the frictional strength of existent faults.

In agreement with this observation, wedge materials,

such as natural rocks or granular analogue materials, show a

more complex behaviour during the phase of plastic

deformation than that described by the Coulomb Failure

Criterion (Fig. 2b and c). Investigations of bulk solids have

shown that granular materials display a complex strain-

dependent behaviour (Vaid and Sasitharan, 1992; Chu,

1995; Schanz and Vermeer, 1996). They are characterised

by elastic/frictional properties, with strain hardening prior to

failure and subsequent strain softening, until a dynamically

constant shear load is reached (Fig. 2c). This evolution is

related to a compaction–decompaction cycle. Frictional

coefficients derived from laboratory experiments show that

a peak friction coefficient may be assigned to the initial

yield strength of the samples, while a lower stable friction

coefficient is linked to stable sliding (Han and Drescher,

1993; Anand and Gu, 2000). It should be noted that the

stress-strain curves of natural rocks are comparable with

those of granular materials. However, in the case of rocks,

strain-hardening and strain-softening effects also depend on

strain rate, temperature, effective stresses, and roughness of

the sliding surface (e.g. Jaeger and Cook, 1969; Rutter,

1972; Scholz and Engelder, 1976).

Despite the more complex material behaviour of rocks, a

‘Coulomb Rheology’ may be used to describe the

mechanical behaviour of the upper brittle crust on a regional

scale (Davis et al., 1983). This has been justified from the

observation that rocks are penetrated by fractures, micro-

cracks and mechanical heterogeneities of any orientation

(Sibson, 1974; Brudy et al., 1997). Failure by reactivation,

therefore, will occur prior to attaining the peak strength

related to undeformed rocks. Accordingly, stable sliding can

be assumed to control the critical taper of a natural
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compressive wedge. The elastic/frictional behaviour of

rocks with strain hardening and strain softening then can be

substituted by that of an ideal cohesionless Coulomb-

material for investigations on a regional scale.

In contrast, the simplistic assumption of a ‘Coulomb

Rheology’ may not apply to the behaviour of granular

analogue material (Krantz, 1991; Schellart, 2000). It might

therefore not be justified to use granular materials to

simulate the behaviour of the brittle upper crust. Also, the

critical-taper approach may not adequately describe sand-

box experiments. A solution to this problem lies with the

identification of the basal and internal frictional properties

of sand wedges and the potential consequences for the

critical-taper approach to analogue models.

3. Material properties

3.1. Material characterisation

To evaluate the influence of internal and basal frictional

strength on the evolution of sand wedges, the possible

influence of all other material properties has to be excluded.

Therefore, in all experiments performed in this study, we

employed the same sand (S30T—Quaternary, glacial,

almost pure quartz sand from Königslutter, Germany).

This sand was washed and dried at high temperature by the

distributing company, so that the finest fraction (,20 mm)

was removed. Consequently, the size of the well-rounded,

moderately-spherical grains varied between 20 and 800 mm.

Grain-size distribution strongly skewed toward the larger

sizes on a standard f-plot with a maximum at 350–400 mm.

To obtain materials with different properties, the sand was

separated into different grain-size fractions and the shear

apparatus was filled using two different methods; sifting and

pouring (Table 1). In the following, the different sand

fractions (poured or sifted) are named as ‘sands’. In this

study, sands were sifted from ca. 20 height with a rate of

130 cm3/min. The poured sands were filled all at once from

a height of ca. 10 cm into the apparatus. The mechanical

properties of the different sands were measured with a

modified Hubbert-type shear apparatus (Hubbert, 1951),

which allows the determination of the ratio of normal stress

to shear stress at failure (Fig. 3a). Strength at failure was

measured by increasing the shear load until initial failure

occurs. The mass (Mcrit in Fig. 3) of the shear load was

determined to calculate the internal peak strength. In a

second step, the shear load was again increased until

renewed slip in the sheared sand occurred. This provided the

internal stable strength of deformed material. For the

measurement of the material properties of the shear zone

at the base of the sand layer, we employed a box, the bottom

of which was attached to the basal material as used in the

sandbox experiments (paper). This box was set on top of a

thin layer of sand (Fig. 3b). The technique to measure basal

Fig. 2. Plots of shear-stress (t) as a function of angular shear (g) show that

the material behaviour of (A) an ideal Coulomb-material is distinctly

different from that of (B) natural rocks and (C) granular analogue material.
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peak and stable strength was the same as described for the

internal properties.

To minimise error, these measurements were repeated up

to six times using different normal loads for each sand (1.5–

4 kg, in steps of 0.5 kg) and an experiment was repeated for

each normal load three times. The coefficient of friction and

the cohesion were then determined by linear regression

analysis (Fig. 3c). For the coefficient of friction, standard

error of all measurements was smaller than 0.02 (Table 1).

Cohesion, however, can only be determined with a precision

of ca. 30% with this method. Therefore, cohesion was also

determined with a ring-shear tester (Schulze, 1994).

In addition, another error in the measurements of stable

friction was introduced by measurement under static

conditions, i.e. the fault plane is reactivated and not

continuously active as e.g. often observed in sandbox

experiments. Therefore, the results of these static measure-

ments were confirmed by selected dynamic measurements

performed in a ring-shear tester (Schulze, 1994), which

measures the material strength during ongoing deformation.

Two shear-load cycles were performed with the same

normal load. The peak strength of the first cycle was used to

calculate the peak friction, whereas the peak strength of the

second cycle led to the stable static friction (i.e. the friction

that was overcome at the moment of fault reactivation). The

stable dynamic friction for continuously active faults was

given by the constant strength during further deformation.

Furthermore, these measurements allowed recording of

deformation-dependent compaction and decompaction. The

comparison of the two methods (shear box, ring-shear

tester) showed that the measurements with the ring-shear

tester are faster, more precise with a standard error smaller

than 0.007 and provide more detailed results.

3.2. Results

Sand density was mainly controlled by the filling

technique of the shear box. The densities of poured sands

had a smaller range and were also significantly lower (1.5–

1.54 g/cm3) than those of the sifted sands (1.65–1.73 g/cm3;

Table 1). Whereas sifting generated more densely packed

well-compacted sands, pouring always produced under-

compacted materials. The better compaction of the sifted

sands is ascribed to the slower filling velocity than pouring.

During sifting, individual grains were repeatedly redepos-

ited by the hit of newly dropped grains until all grains were

ideally packed. For both filling techniques a homogeneous

sand always had a lower density and higher porosity than an

inhomogeneous sand.

Since the cohesion of the sands was very low (,130 Pa;

Table 1) when compared with the normal stress acting in the

ring-shear tester, Hubbert-type shear box, and the sandbox

experiments (.1000 Pa) the critical shear stress was mainly

governed by the friction. Moreover, the cohesion did not

correlate with either sand density or degree of compaction.

Therefore, this study mainly focuses on friction. From thisT
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point onwards friction is always given in terms of the

dimensionless coefficient of friction and named friction

throughout.

Peak internal friction was a function of the filling

technique of the shear box. Pouring the sand results in

significantly lower peak friction (0.43–0.55) than sifting

(0.62–0.72; Fig. 4a and c). These ranges do not overlap,

revealing that friction was mainly controlled by compaction

and density. In addition, peak internal friction was affected

by grain size and degree of homogeneity, resulting in minor

variation of this parameter. In sifted sands, peak friction

increased with grain-size heterogeneity and decreasing

grain size. In contrast, poured sands showed increasing

peak friction with increasing grain size and homogeneity.

There was a remarkable difference between peak and

stable frictions (Fig. 4b and d). Stable friction of the

different sands did not show the well-defined separation

between the two techniques of shear box filling. All sands

investigated in this study had nearly the same internal stable

friction (0.52–0.56) with no systematic influence by grain-

size homogeneity or spectrum.

Basal friction was only measured for those sands that

were used in the sandbox experiments (SIF, SHF, SIC1, PIF;

Table 2; Fig. 4e and f). The values were lower than the

respective internal frictions, while the trends were compar-

able with the values of peak internal friction and stable

internal friction. The inhomogeneous sifted sand with small

grain size (,400 mm) had the highest peak basal friction

(SIF: 0.53 ^ 0.02), whereas the equivalent poured sand had

the smallest peak basal friction (PIF: 0.38 ^ 0.02). The

stable basal friction ranged from 0.45 to 0.55.

The results of the dynamic measurements performed in the

ring-shear tester confirm the results of the static measure-

ments for the internal material properties with respect to the

Fig. 3. Hubbert-type shear box (A) to determine internal friction and cohesion of granular materials; (B) to determine the basal friction between granular

materials and the materials of the basal interface. (C) Shear stress as function of normal stress for a granular analogue material. The slope gradient of the line

represents the friction angle (F). The intersection of the line with the ordinate represents the cohesion (C0). (m—coefficient of friction; MN—normal load;

Mcrit—critical mass of shear load; sN—normal stress; tcrit—critical shear stress, g—acceleration due to gravity, a—area of fault plane.)

Table 2

Physical properties between the basal interface and sands used in the

sandbox experiments. (fpeak—angle of peak friction, mpeak—coefficient of

peak friction, fstable—angle of stable friction, mstable—coefficient of stable

friction)

Sand type Grain size spectra

(mm)

fpeak

(8)

m peak fstable

(8)

mstable

SIF ,400 28 0.53 ^ 0.02 27.4 0.52 ^ 0.02

SHF 220–400 26.7 0.50 ^ 0.02 25.5 0.48 ^ 0.02

SIC1 .400 27.1 0.51 ^ 0.02 27.8 0.53 ^ 0.01

PIF ,400 21 0.38 ^ 0.02 24.1 0.45 ^ 0.01
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Fig. 4. Shear stress (t) plotted as a function of normal stress (sn) for tested sands in the Hubbert-type shear box. Internal and basal friction and cohesion are

derived from linear regression analyses of these data (Fig. 3c). For errors see Tables 1 and 2 and Section 3.
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peak strength of undeformed materials. However, the

dynamic measurements indicated that stable dynamic

strength of deformed materials was always lower than stable

strength, in the case of static measurements of deformed

material. For the basal shear zone, test runs showed that the

friction for stable sliding in identical materials with an

identical filling technique is some 0.07 lower for dynamic

measurements than static measurements. This significant

difference can probably be ascribed to repeated stops and

reactivation of slip imposed by the setup of the shear box,

whereas the stable strength of the dynamic measurements is

related to ongoing shear zone development.

Comparison of peak and stable strength of various sands

showed that poured sands had a small ratio of peak strength

to stable strength, whereas this ratio was high for sifted

sands (with equivalent ratios of peak versus stable friction;

Fig. 5). In addition, dynamic strength measurements

performed in the ring-shear tester showed a transient

strength development of all samples during increasing

shear deformation along with a systematic compaction–

decompaction cycle. Early diffuse deformation was associ-

ated with sample compaction, followed by a stage of

dilatancy of the granular material during the pre-failure

deformation. Increasing plastic deformation, during increas-

ing shear load, was associated with plastic hardening of the

samples in this stage (Fig. 5). Failure, i.e. formation of a

localised shear zone, is inferred to occur near peak strength

and peak decompaction rate, as also observed in the analysis

of granular materials (Han and Drescher, 1993; Anand and

Gu, 2000). Subsequent strength drop of the material and the

transition to stable sliding was associated with a decreasing

decompaction rate.

The degree of compaction and strain hardening prior to

pervasive deformation mainly depended on the filling

technique (Fig. 5). Well-compacted sifted sands only

exhibited minor compaction during this stage. In contrast,

undercompacted poured sands showed a high degree of

compaction. In all sands, the onset of plastic deformation

occurred before peak strength was reached. The well-

compacted sifted sands showed substantial dilatancy during

deformation, whereas the undercompacted poured sands

only showed minor decompaction in the localised shear

zone. Thus, sifted and poured sands possessed quite a

different decompaction capability. This resulted in nearly

the same stable friction for all sands once the stage of stable

sliding was reached. Moreover, three of the tested sands

showed a slight strain hardening (SIC1/PIF) or slight strain

softening (SHF) during more advanced stages of shearing.

The measurements reported here suggest that the filling

technique of the shear box has a major influence on internal

peak friction, confirming the results of an earlier parameter

study (Krantz, 1991). Furthermore, as our measurements

reveal internal stable friction of the different sand types to

be quite uniform, we conclude that stable friction is not

influenced by the method of filling the shear box, nor are

grain size or homogeneity of any relevance. Moreover, the

sands tested in this study show no compaction-dependent

variation of cohesion, as has been shown for the sand used

by Mulugeta (1988) and Mulugeta and Koyi (1992). In

addition, the results of the ring shear tests reveal that sands

typically used as analogue material show transient,

deformation-dependent frictional properties with elastic-

plastic behaviour, as well as initial strain hardening and

strain softening.

4. Sandbox experiments

4.1. Experimental setup

Four scaled sandbox experiments with a highly idealised

setup were performed to study the influence of material

Fig. 5. Plots of shear-stress (t) and variation of sample thickness (DD) as a function of angular shear (g) of different sands. The difference between peak and

stable strength is related to the initial degree of compaction of the tested sands.
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properties on the kinematics, growth mechanisms, and

internal deformation patterns of sand wedges. Only the sand

types were varied between the individual experiments. The

scaling of the experiments to nature was calculated

considering the cohesion and material density (scaling

factor: [C/rg ]nature/[C/rg ]model; Hubbert, 1937; Lallemand

et al., 1994a; Koyi, 1997; Schellart, 2000), as the

experiments were performed under normal gravity. For

the mean values of cohesion (marine sediments: 5–20 MPa;

Jaeger and Cook, 1969; Hoshino et al., 1972; analogue

materials used: 30–130 Pa) and density (marine sediments:

2300 – 2500 kg/m3; analogue materials used: 1500 –

1700 kg/m3), a scaling factor of 105 was calculated.

The criteria to select the sands for the sandbox

experiments were: filling technique, grain size, distribution

of grain size, as well as peak internal friction. Because

different sands overlay the basis, which was held identical in

all experiments, this resulted in relative different basal

properties.

A glass-sided box (200 cm £ 20 cm) with a basal dip of

08 was used for the experiments (Fig. 6). A conveyor belt,

topped with the same paper as used in the measurements for

basal friction, was moved by an electric motor to converge

the overlying sand layer (thickness: 3.5 cm) towards the

rigid backwall (velocity: 4 cm/min). Thin marker layers and

triangular-shaped markers of coloured sand within the sand

layer enabled observation of the internal wedge structure

and particle paths, which were continuously recorded. The

coloured sand had a slightly higher cohesion (120 Pa) and

nearly the same internal peak friction as sifted sands (mint

peak ¼ 0.7). Tests established that a small volume of sand

with properties differing from the bulk sand properties had

no influence on the fault geometry and kinematics of sand

wedges.

4.2. Results

In the following, the common and contrasting features of

the sand wedges are emphasised to evaluate the influence of

the varied properties of the sand. The common features

indicate the general evolution of a convergent sand wedge in

a frontally-accretive mode, whereas the contrasting features

refer to the influence internal friction had on the kinematics

and dynamics of the convergent sand wedges.

4.2.1. Common features

The shortening of the incoming sand-layer resulted in a

sand wedge with fore- and backthrusts in a frontally-

accretive mode. A steady-state wedge geometry was

achieved after all the segments of the wedge, which are

defined in the following, were assembled. In all exper-

iments, the steady-state wedge shape was characterised by

up to three domains, each with a different surface slope

(from the wedge tip to the rear; Fig. 7a):

1. the frontal surface slope changed its inclination (i.e.

transient surface slope), but never reached the steepness

of the surface slope of the adjacent segment,

2. a steeply-inclined surface slope with constant inclination

over time, and

3. a shallow and constant surface slope.

The boundary between the latter two segments was in

some cases indistinct, or even formed a gradual transition

zone.

These three domains coincided with domains of unique

structural styles and, in particular, with different kinematics

(Fig. 7b):

1. In the frontal-deformation zone (FDZ), the incoming

material formed new thrust slices. Such a thrust slice

belonged to the FDZ until it was incorporated into the

adjacent (more steeply tapered) wedge segment. In the

first step of initial faulting, a pair of conjugate fore- and

backthrusts broke through the incoming sand-layer. After

1–3 cm of convergence, backthrusting ceased, when it

reached the tip of the previously-formed thrust slice.

Subsequently, the hinterland-dipping thrusts were the

dominant faults. This segment included up to three

imbricates.

2. The frontal-imbrication zone (FIZ) was located next to

the FDZ. The FIZ contained several thrusts, all of which

were continuously active, maintaining a constant surface

slope as the wedge volume increased. The more internal

forethrusts in the FIZ were back-rotated during piggy-

back translation.

3. In the internal-accumulation zone (IAZ), the adjust-

ment of the wedge geometry to the continuously-

increasing wedge volume was produced by occasional

reactivation of some or all of the earlier-formed

thrusts. This deformation rather caused vertical uplift

than horizontal shortening. Fault planes were further

back-rotated and eventually became inactive. The IAZ

was separated by the leading out-of-sequence thrust

(LOT) toward the FIZ.

In a single thrust slice, most deformation took place

along the base (Fig. 7c). However, a small component of
Fig. 6. Setup of the sandbox experiments. Only the tested sand was varied

from one experiment to another.
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internal strain occurred in two strain patterns:

1. localised shear displacement along distinct branch

thrusts, and

2. diffuse intergranular deformation.

In all experiments, bulk particle paths were nearly

identical (Fig. 7d). Incremental analysis of the displacement

field exposed three well-defined domains of mass transfer,

from the wedge tip to the rear, which correlated to the

domains of similar surface slope and internal kinematics

described above (Fig. 7b). These incremental displacement

fields also demonstrate that the wedges were kinematically

segmented. Material that moved through the FDZ showed

the largest horizontal displacement and most variable uplift

(i.e. most variable inclination of particle paths). As material

moved into the FIZ, horizontal displacement diminished,

with only moderate uplift, where both became continuously

smaller toward the rear of this domain. In the IAZ, material

velocities slowed down further. This zone comprised the

smallest horizontal displacements and the steepest incli-

nation, when compared with the other domains.

4.2.2. Contrasting features

Wedge tapers were determined by measuring the slope of

the line linking the tips of the thrust sheets (wedge

taper ¼ a, since b ¼ 08) of the three kinematic segments

every 10 cm of convergence.

Systematic variation in wedge geometry of the different

sand wedges was only observed in the surface slope of the

FIZ (Fig. 8). Here, the surface slopes varied between 7.8 and

11.38. In addition, the PIF surface slope showed a decrease

from 7.88 at the front to 5.28 at the rear. The SIC1 surface

slope had a large error in its mean value. This error was

caused by measuring the taper in this experiment at different

stages of new imbricate incorporation. In the other

experiments (SIF, PIF, SHF), taper measurements were

always performed at the same stage of imbricate incorpor-

ation, which prevented this ambiguity.

In addition, the shortening required to reach steady state

varied from one experiment to another. In the experiment

with PIF, the steady-state phase was attained most rapidly

(after 30 cm convergence), whereas the experiments with

SIC1 and SHF reached this stage only after 60 cm of

convergence.

The main difference in the kinematics of the different

sand wedges was observed in the IAZ (Fig. 9). The faults

were either reactivated occasionally (SIC1, SHF), or were

persistently inactive except for reactivation of the LOT

(SIF; Fig. 9). This different kinematic behaviour of the IAZ

caused different modes of wedge adjustment. Occasional

reactivation of all the out-of-sequence thrusts (SIC1, SHF)

led to an episodic or cyclic wedge adjustment, which was

also related to distributed deformation in the IAZ.

Reactivation of only the LOT, without segment-internal

deformation (SIF), led to localised and episodic wedge

adjustment. The PIF sand wedge lacked an IAZ and a well-

defined slope segmentation. Here, all thrusts were continu-

ously active, and, accordingly, showed no rearward limit of

the FIZ.

The sand wedges also differed with respect to the internal

strain of the thrust slices. Comparison of strain between the

experiments requires a segment, which is in steady state and

shows the same kinematics in all experiments. Therefore,

Fig. 7. Common features of the convergent sand wedges consisting of different sands. (A) The overall wedge geometry is characterised by three domains with

different surface slopes. (B) The kinematic segments (FDZ—frontal-deformation zone; FIZ—frontal-imbrication zone, IAZ—internal-accumulation zone)

show typical internal kinematics, horizontal shorting rates and incremental particle paths (FT—forethrust; BT—backthrust, LOT—leading out-of-sequence

thrust). (C) Internal kinematics of an individual thrust slice with formation of a subsequently overthrust ‘thrust-top-basin’. (D) Total displacement fields in the

sand wedges do not show any substantial difference.
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Fig. 8. Wedge geometry plotted after every 10 cm convergence. Dashed lines indicate the geometries before the wedge has reached steady state; solid lines

indicate the steady state geometries. The wedge taper of the frontal-imbrication zone (FIZ) during its evolution is determined from these diagrams.
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Fig. 9. Kinematic features of the convergent sand wedges. The kinematics and modes of wedge adjustment (see sketches at the left) of the internal-

accumulation zone (IAZ) is different in each experiment, whereas the kinematics of the other wedge segments (FDZ—frontal-deformation zone; FIZ—frontal-

imbrication zone) are similar (FT—forethrust, BT—backthrust).
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the only segment that is suitable for this strain comparison is

the FIZ. The internal strain varied with respect to

localisation and amount (Fig. 10). In well-compacted

sands with high internal friction (SIF), strain was exclu-

sively accumulated by localised deformation at distinct

branch thrusts (Fig. 10a). In all other sands, deformation

occurred by a combination of localised strain and diffuse,

intergranular deformation (Fig. 10b–d). In addition, the

amount of this diffuse deformation differed (Fig. 10e). It is

important to notice that the initially undercompacted PIF

material showed only minor diffuse deformation in the FIZ,

whereas the well-compacted sifted sands SHF and SIC1

exhibited substantial diffuse deformation in this segment.

The features of the FDZ indicated a non-stable state of

this segment, which kept a sub-critical state, due to constant

and high material flux through the deformation front. The

FIZ, in contrast, was at failure throughout, and therefore, in

a critical state of stress. This is inferred from continuously-

active thrusts and a stable wedge taper during material

addition. The IAZ only occasionally showed pervasive

failure due to ongoing material addition and was therefore in

a stable state of stress. In contrast to previous literature, our

results show that convergent sand wedges are kinematically

and dynamically segmented, indicating that only a part of

the wedge, depending on material properties, is critically

tapered and suitable for quantitative critical-taper analysis.

Fig. 10. Detail ((A1)–(D1) not on scale; (A2)–(D2) at the same scale) shows a different degree of diffuse deformation within the imbricates. The photographs

of the different experiments show ((A)–(D)) the total diffuse deformation accumulated in the frontal-deformation zone and in the frontal-imbrication zone.

(E) Horizontal shortening (eH) due to diffuse deformation of an imbricate during its evolution in the frontal-imbrication zone.
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5. Mechanical analysis

The material and kinematic analyses described above

show that mechanic analysis of the sandbox experiments

must focus on two aspects: the role of peak versus stable

friction in wedge evolution and the coexistence of various

segments with different tapers, namely in the FIZ and IAZ.

The quantification of internal and basal friction shows

that there are two possible end member values (peak and

stable dynamic) for internal and basal friction that may

control the wedge taper. The results of sandbox experiments

suggest that each kinematically-defined segment may have

specific frictions. The faults in the FIZ were continuously-

active thrusts. The friction of the fault material, accordingly,

was probably near the internal stable dynamic friction. Also,

the basal interface below the FIZ was continuously active,

suggesting that stable dynamic friction was also attained

here. This hypothesis is evaluated through critical-taper

analysis.

The critical-taper analysis made use of the results from

the previous analysis and from measurements in the

Hubbert-type shear box (Table 1). The stable friction

measured with the static approach was corrected by the

empirically-derived value from dynamic measurements

with the ring-shear tester (see Section 3.2) and used as

stable dynamic friction. The critical-taper analysis was

performed on the FIZs of the sand wedges made of SIF, PIF,

and SHF. The wedge, which consisted of SIC1, could not be

used for the critical-taper analysis, as the error of the

measured wedge taper was too large to expect a reasonable

result (see Section 4.2.2).

The critical-taper equation (Eq. (1)) allows the iterative

calculation of the friction value of the basal detachment

below the FIZ, as all other variables are given. The equation

for non-cohesive critical Coulomb wedges for dry systems

is defined by Dahlen (1984) as:

b ¼
1
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where a is the surface slope, b is the basal detachment dip,

f is the internal friction, and fb is the basal friction.

Basal friction values were calculated assuming first

stable dynamic internal friction and then peak internal

friction, and were then compared with the basal friction

values obtained from the shear-box tests.

The analysis showed that only the stable dynamic friction

(basal and internal) lead to results reasonably consistent

with the experimental observations (Fig. 11). Here, the

wedge that consisted of SIF showed a perfect match

between the measured and calculated basal friction. In

contrast, the measured absolute values of basal friction

slightly exceeded the calculated absolute values of the PIF

and SHF wedge. With respect to the estimated maximum

error (from measurements of surface slope and friction),

only a minor difference between measured basal friction and

calculated basal friction (,0.01) was still observed for the

wedge that was built of SHF, with measured values slightly

higher than theoretical values. This systematic deviation is

probably because constant material accretion in the

experiments continuously altered the perfectly critical taper.

Depiction of the above-described relationship in Mohr

Diagrams (Fig. 12) shows the stresses required for

contemporaneous active slip at the wedge base and on the

internal thrusts of the FIZ, i.e. the critical state. The

constraints used for construction were the failure curves as

measured (for peak and stable dynamic internal friction of

wedge material, and its base), the wedge tapers measured in

the sandbox experiments, and the dip of the trailing internal

Fig. 11. Comparison of calculated values of the coefficient of basal friction

(mcal) employing Eq. (1) with measured values of the coefficient of basal

friction (mbas). Dotted line indicates the perfect fit of measured and

calculated values.

Fig. 12. Mohr diagrams using the pole projection method (P—pole; Terzaghi, 1943) show the state of stress required for the critically-tapered frontal-

imbrication zone (FIZ) at the depth z (sz) in the sand wedges consisting of (A) SIF, (B) PIF, (C) SHF. The constraints used for construction are the failure

curves as measured for peak internal (mpeak int), stable internal friction (mpeak int) and for stable basal friction (mstable bas), the wedge taper (a þ b) measured in

the sandbox experiments, and the dip of the trailing internal forethrust (FT) of the frontal-imbrication zone (FIZ). The Mohr-diagrams are accompanied by the

stress-strain curves of the respective material to illustrate the strength development in the shear zones during deformation under the load conditions of the

frontal-imbrication zone (FIZ). (mcal—basal friction calculated with internal stable friction; t—shear stress; normal stress—sn; angular shear—g).
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thrust of the FIZ (FT in Fig. 12). This part of the FIZ is the

key for understanding the mechanical conditions for

deformation, since its analysis illustrates the extreme

conditions under which critical behaviour occurs.

As inferred from the results shown in Fig. 11, the SIF

wedge (Fig. 12a) shows a very close match between the

measured and calculated basal friction. This result is

derived with the assumption that bulk wedge strength in

this part of the FIZ is determined by the stable dynamic

friction of the trailing active thrust. To maintain slip on

this thrust after its back-rotation, the differential stress

must increase. In this case, thrusts of various orientations

can be reactivated if the material has reached stable

sliding conditions (dashed field in Fig. 12). However, the

peak strength of unfailed SIF material was not reached,

and therefore no new structures formed. This example

can, accordingly, be seen to support the aforementioned

hypothesis of stable dynamic friction as the key property

controlling critical taper.

Since the PIF experiment showed a continuously

decreasing taper across its critical FIZ, we separately

analysed the frontal part and the rear part. The frontal

part showed similar behaviour to the SIF wedge with

respect to friction dependence, and with respect to fault

reactivation without formation of a new fault generation

(Fig. 12b). Closer inspection, however, reveals minor

internal deformation of the imbricates of the PIF material

during active fault slip in the FIZ. Therefore, wedge

adjustment in the FIZ was achieved by internal localised

fault slip and minor diffuse grain scale deformation. As

shown by the critical taper analysis, however, the wedge

taper was controlled by the frictional properties at stable

sliding conditions.

The shallower surface slope (5.28) in the rear part of

the PIF experiment results in an underestimation of the

basal friction (0.24) at constant internal friction or an

overestimate of the internal stable friction (0.73) at

constant basal friction (Fig. 11). The latter value is well

below the peak frictional strength of undeformed

material. These results indicate that the friction values

as measured are not valid for the more internal parts of

this sand wedge.

Whilst the stress-strain curve of the SHF material was

similar to that of the SIF material, the sand wedge

consisting of SHF showed substantial diffuse deformation

in the FIZ (see Fig. 10). Similar to the result shown in

Fig. 11, the Mohr Diagram demonstrates a minor

difference between the calculated and the measured

basal friction for stable sliding (Fig. 12c).

The mismatch between the measured and calculated

basal friction (PIF, SHF) is proportional to the increase

in diffuse deformation. Thus, mechanical analysis leads

to results inconsistent with frictions measured with the

standard measuring techniques applied here. In these

cases, critical-taper analysis leads to meaningless results.

Accordingly, it can neither be ascertained for this

material whether frictional properties remain stable with

increasing deformation, nor whether fault friction con-

trols wedge taper.

In summary, we conclude from the analysis of the FIZ of

all wedges that taper and internal kinematics were

predominantly controlled by the frictional properties of

faults that have reached the state of stable sliding. Peak

frictional strength did not directly influence the dynamic

state.

6. Discussion

6.1. Transient wedge mechanics

Segmentation of the wedges, as identified from kin-

ematic analysis, is not directly explained by the mechanical

analysis presented above, and even appears to be in conflict

with measured friction values in the case of the PIF wedge.

A more detailed analysis of the states of stress of the rear

parts of the sand wedges provides a more straightforward

explanation. The experiments show that slip on some of the

faults in the FIZ proceeds at differential stresses higher than

necessary to overcome the frictional strength of optimally-

oriented faults that have reached the state of stable sliding

(FT in Fig. 12). This is a consequence of antithetic rotation

of the faults into a mechanically less-favourable position

once they have left the FDZ and entered the FIZ (Fig. 9). As

a consequence, differential stresses required for slip increase

towards the boundary between the FIZ and IAZ, i.e.

therefore also the bulk strength of the wedge increases in

this direction.

An important implication of this is that the boundaries of

the FIZ, i.e. the segment limits within the wedge, are

controlled by key mechanical boundary conditions: the

boundary between the FDZ and the FIZ is a zone of

minimum wedge strength since it shows an optimally-

oriented leading fault, once it has reached the stage of stable

sliding. Wedge strength increases due to fault rotation and

strain hardening by diffuse deformation toward the

boundary of the FIZ to the IAZ. Here the wedge strength

evolves to a point where two possible effects can occur:

1. Slip on a rotated fault may eventually require differential

stresses beyond the upper bound of plastic hardening of

the thrust sheets near peak frictional strength of the

material. Subsequent failure will then produce second

generation faults crosscutting the earlier structures with a

stress drop and a renewed transition to stable sliding.

This should result in weakening of the bulk wedge

strength and an equivalent increase in taper.

2. Peak strength is not reached and rotated faults are

inactivated, because convergence is entirely taken up by

the basal shear zone, which fails throughout. Accord-

ingly, deformation in the wedge will cease, leading to a
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transition into a stable state of stress below the current

bulk wedge strength.

Thus, the horizontal length of the FIZ and FDZ are

controlled by a deformation-dependent strength threshold

(i.e. bulk wedge strength), reached after active faults have

rotated through a critical angle.

In agreement with this argument and critical-wedge

theory, the decrease in wedge taper of the IAZ must be due

to a decrease of the frictional strength ratio between the

basal detachment and the wedge material. We consider that

the influence of the rigid backwall—which was similar in all

experiments—is not important for the variable wedge taper

in the IAZ at distances larger than experiment thickness,

because there is a lack of a systematic relationship between

the width and number of thrust slices at this distance. This

increase in frictional strength ratio could be due to three

aspects:

1. Since the friction of wedge-internal faults controls wedge

taper, transient increase in stable dynamic friction can

potentially cause a decrease in wedge taper. However,

the material analysis in the ring-shear tests does not

support the assumption that stable dynamic friction

changes relevantly.

2. Similarly, weakening of the basal shear zone by a

deformation-dependent process was not observed, nor

could a load-dependent change in friction be confirmed.

Ring-shear tests and the variable normal load (by a factor

of as much as 1.5; from 1200 to 1800 Pa) at the downdip

end of the FIZ–IAZ boundary in the experiments

described here, show no significant change of friction

at pressures above 200 Pa, similar to the results of

Schellart (2000).

3. The only remaining explanation for the low taper of the

IAZ and its kinematic properties is an increase in bulk

wedge strength which, as argued above, could be due to

progressive fault-rotation and associated plastic hard-

ening in the thrust sheets as proposed by Mulugeta

(1988). The reactivation of the faults in the stable state of

stress requires fluctuation of the differential stresses

above the frictional strength threshold, as for instance

expected from discontinuous material addition to the

IAZ.

The observed inconsistencies between measured and

calculated basal friction for the rear segment of PIF wedge,

require that material properties vary during such exper-

imental runs. Transient, i.e. deformation-dependent changes

of properties, apparently occurred in several instances:

material analysis has established an elastic-plastic material

behaviour with a strain-hardening and strain-softening cycle

during initial diffuse deformation and fault formation (see

Section 3.2)—a behaviour that is well known in soil

mechanics (e.g. Schanz and Vermeer, 1996) but has not as

yet been considered in geodynamic analogue simulations.

This short-term transient effect, however, only affects fault

material in the FDZ. After slip of a few millimetres, all

materials reach the phase of stable sliding found to be the

relevant property controlling the critically-tapered seg-

ments. This phase may exhibit a long-term transient change

of friction. As hinted by the stress-strain curves in Fig. 12,

minor changes may occur, both in terms of weakening or of

strengthening, by a few percent. This effect again only

affects the faults and is considered negligible.

More importantly, changes of mechanical properties that

are related to initially undercompacted materials, e.g. PIF

material, may be relevant (see compaction curves in Fig. 12).

To maintain slip on the progressively-steepening faults in

the entire actively-deforming zone of the PIF experiment,

differential stresses must steadily increase to exceed the

equally-increasing wedge strength. Because of the small

initial difference between peak and stable frictional strength

of PIF material and the absence of newly formed out-of-

sequence faults, this necessitates an increase of the peak

frictional strength of the material within the thrust sheets

(Fig. 13). This is probably achieved by progressive

compaction and deformation of the initially-undercom-

pacted material during initial shear zone evolution in the

FDZ. This transient deformation-dependent increase in peak

friction is, at present, not quantitatively accessible, and can

only be estimated by inference.

In undercompacted sands (e.g. PIF), it is probable that

bulk compaction and peak friction increase equally with

increasing deformation (see Section 3.2). At the same time,

friction within faults converges toward a similar average

Fig. 13. (A) Schematic Mohr-diagram (as in Fig. 12) for the sand wedge

consisting of PIF to illustrate the different state of stress in the rearward part

of the FIZ (FIZ II—solid lines) compared with its frontal part (FIZ I—

dashed lines). This diagram suggests a transient peak frictional strength

(mpeak int constructed) within the imbricates. The constructed value for peak

frictional strength is only semi-quantitative, as the influence of the rigid

backwall is not considered in this schematic diagram. (B) For orientation,

the general geometry of the sand wedge.
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value, independent of the material type. Accordingly, with

increasing deformation all materials should show behaviour

typical of sifted sands, with high differences between peak

and stable frictional strength, and an equivalent deformation

localisation. Based on the semi-quantitative analysis of

wedge-internal frictional strength from Fig. 13, we infer that

the peak friction of undercompacted sand increased and

reached the peak friction of the well-compacted SIF

material during the initial compaction phase.

A key consequence of this argument is that the bulk

strength of a particular, critically-tapered wedge segment is

neither identical to the frictional strength measured from

deformed materials for stable frictional sliding, nor to the

peak strength of undeformed materials. Moreover, the

occurrence of two or more different critically-tapered

segments in a single wedge implies that a critical-taper

analysis of such wedges cannot be performed with average

values of material properties extrapolated from experimen-

tal data. Consequently, critical-taper analysis requires that

the different kinematic wedge segments as well as the stages

of the development of bulk wedge strength are identified.

Several researchers had identified segments by structural

style and kinematics in natural convergent wedges (e.g.

Nankai, Moore et al., 2001; Barbados, Zhao et al., 1986;

Sunda, Kopp et al., 2002). In the next section we compare

the Nankai accretionary prism with the segmentation of

convergent sand wedges and discuss the applicability of our

experimental results to nature.

6.2. Comparison with nature

The Nankai accretionary prism off SE Japan, which is

one of the best investigated accretionary wedges on earth,

shows evidence of segmentation due to bulk wedge-strength

increase by rotation of fault planes (Fig. 14). Previous

studies showed that the Nankai accretionary prism is

separated into domains of unique kinematics (i.e. proto-

thrust zone, imbricate thrust zone, frontal out-of-sequence

thrust zone, large thrust-slice zone in Fig. 14 (Aoki et al.,

1982; Ashi and Taira, 1992; Moore et al., 2001)). Although

these domains do not correlate in all instances with the

kinematic segmentation, as defined in this study, the natural

and experimental wedges show some first-order agree-

ments:

1. The turbidites of the protothrust zone are characterised

by a strong decrease of porosity due to diffuse horizontal

shortening and show distributed brittle deformation

(Moore et al., 2001). These features correlate with

those observed during the onset of deformation in the

FDZ of the convergent sand wedges.

2. From the front to the rear, the taper of the imbricate thrust

zone of the Nankai prism decreases with increasing

rotation of thrust planes (Morgan et al., 1995; Moore

et al., 2001). This coincides with the transition from the

FIZ to the IAZ of the experimental wedges and supports

the argument that the increase of bulk wedge strength is

caused by thrust rotation.

3. The kinematics and geometry of the frontal out-of-

sequence thrust zone of the Nankai accretionary prism

are mainly a consequence of the onset of basal accretion

(Moore et al., 2001). Thus, no part of the purely

frontally-accretive sand wedges correlates with this part

of the Nankai wedge.

4. The large thrust-slice zone of the Nankai accretionary

prism is characterised by active out-of-sequence

thrusts, which crosscut strongly-rotated thrusts of the

first generation (Ashi and Taira, 1992; Moore et al.,

2001). We suggest that these are the features of an

IAZ in which bulk wedge strength achieves peak

strength of undeformed material, as the first gener-

ation of thrusts reached a less-favourable orientation

and new thrusts had to be initiated.

Fig. 14. Cross-section of the Nankai accretionary prism based on a schematic interpretation of seismic line 141-2D of ODP Leg 190 (Moore et al., 2001) with

indicated fault kinematics. The major portion of the incoming sediment sequence is offscraped and frontally accreted, whereas the lower portion is basally

accreted. The kinematic segmentation of the sandbox experiments is comparable with those parts of the Nankai wedge that are built by frontal accretion.
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This comparison suggests that the results of the sandbox

experiments may be able to explain the kinematic

segmentation in natural wedges. Moreover, we expect that

segmentation in natural wedges may be affected by

additional aspects, such as variation in dip of the basal

detachment, changes of rock properties by variation of

cohesion (Zhao et al., 1986), fault sealing, mineral

reactions, changes in pore pressure, and formation of

anisotropic fabrics. However, the investigations of ODP

Leg 190 (Moore et al., 2001) show that variation of basal

dip, fault sealing, and mineral reactions do not influence the

Nankai wedge.

Deformation or load-dependent changes in cohesion, in

particular, have been invoked to explain the convex shape of

natural and of analogue wedges (Zhao et al., 1986;

Mulugeta and Koyi, 1992). The underlying assumption,

however, is that of an ideal Coulomb-material with

deformation-independent friction and accordingly, defor-

mation-independent bulk material properties controlling the

wedge. This study, in contrast, shows that the taper of

individual segments in a critical and stable state of stress is

entirely controlled by the friction of faults, because the

frictional strength of granular materials during stable sliding

is always lower than the peak strength of the undeformed

material. Transient, deformation-dependent material prop-

erties within the thrust sheets only determine to which

degree the faults may be rotated without becoming inactive.

Accordingly, increasing cohesion can only play a role in the

latter aspect and, indirectly, support an increase in rearward

bulk wedge strength. To have an effect on the taper of a

wedge, fault material must also be affected by cohesion

increase. While this may occur in natural systems (by

solution–precipitation processes and fault sealing, etc.), no

evidence is available to support this inference for faults in

analogue materials. The convex shape of convergent

analogue wedges cannot simply be the consequence of an

increase of the cohesion of the undeformed slice material.

We expect a contribution of the latter aspect in natural

wedges (as suggested by Zhao et al., 1986), but emphasise

that here again the friction of fault materials—including

their cohesion—is the key element controlling the taper and

strength of wedges.

6.3. Analogue materials and natural rocks

Applicability of the arguments derived from the sandbox

experiments to natural convergent wedges also strongly

requires that natural rocks behave similarly to the used

analogue material. Although more diverse, stress-strain

curves of rocks are very similar to the stress-strain curves of

the investigated sands (Jaeger and Cook, 1969; Paterson,

1978). At a larger scale moreover, the shape of the strength

curve of faults in the brittle upper crust derived from

laboratory tests matches the presented results for large sand

samples (Fig. 15; Marone, 1998). Both, the brittle crust and

the analogue materials, exhibit elastic/frictional plastic

material behaviour with an initial strain-hardening and

strain-softening cycle.

The proper choice of analogue material is required to

reproduce the overall wedge geometry of the individual

kinematic segments in natural wedges, as well as to allow

the comparison of their internal deformation patterns and

kinematics. The relevant features are the initial difference

between peak and stable frictional strength, long-term

transient evolution of the fault itself and deformation-

dependent evolution of the peak frictional strength of the

material. However, even in the brittle field, natural rocks

will invariably experience a variety of other processes that

may cause transient mechanical behaviour. It should be

noted, that the scaling of these various transient mechanical

phenomena and its establishment in natural rocks, as well as

in analogue materials, is an as yet unresolved problem

(Paterson, 2001). In consequence, the identification of

general similarities is the only viable strategy at present.

Brittle upper crustal rocks, from the results presented

in this paper, are best represented by sifted, inhomo-

geneous, fine-grained sands (similar to SIF or SIC2).

Unlithified, incompletely-compacted sediments with a

low ratio of peak frictional strength to stable dynamic

strength are best represented by poured sand, whereas

sediments with a high strength ratio may react like

sifted homogenous sand. Typical low porosity basement

rocks show a continuous increase in strength during the

Fig. 15. (A) Sketch of a stress-strain curve during shear zone evolution in

the upper brittle crust (after Marone, 1998); (B) sketch of a stress-strain

curve for granular analogue material (hatched area—range of initial stress-

strain behaviours, which are controlled by the degree of compaction).
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stable-sliding phase (Paterson, 1978). These rocks are

best simulated by sifted inhomogeneous, coarse grained

sands such as SIC1, which also exhibit a slight strain

hardening during advanced stages of shearing. However,

the stress-strain curves of this analogue material and the

basement rocks are significantly different during initial

failure. Consequently, a comparison of the experimental

results with this sand to nature is only possible, if the

investigated processes are independent of initial failure,

e.g. like deformation processes in the FIZ or IAZ.

Correlation in all cases, is however, dependent on two

aspects:

1. The stress-strain curves of the analogue materials

only image the mechanical evolution of fault material

and not that of the surrounding material.

2. Mechanical properties of the analogue material are

measured at sample scales similar to those used in

the scaled analogue experiment itself. Data from

natural rocks, however, represent small samples, the

properties of which cannot directly be extrapolated to

scales of friction-controlled orogenic wedges.

7. Conclusions

Our investigations show that the dynamics of convergent

sand wedges can only be correctly described if a more

complex material behaviour than previously assumed is

considered. Sand exhibits an elastic/frictional plastic

behaviour with transient strain hardening prior to failure

and subsequent strain softening until the onset of stable

sliding at constant friction. Although more diverse, stress-

strain curves of natural rocks are very similar to the stress-

strain curves of the sands investigated here. This confirms

that sand can be considered a suitable analogue material for

the simulation of crustal deformation in the brittle field.

The influence of preparation techniques on the friction of

granular analogue materials, as well as friction of the basal

detachment, are responsible for kinematic and dynamic

segmentation of convergent sand wedges. Based on

kinematic analysis, only parts of a wedge are critically

tapered. Critical-taper analysis for individual wedge seg-

ments, whether in a critical or a stable state of stress, leads to

a good agreement between theoretical prediction and

measured friction values in the case of localised wedge-

internal deformation (however, only a critically tapered

segment allows complete quantitative evaluation).

As a result, the strength of critically-tapered wedge

segments is mainly controlled by the frictional strength of

the faults that have reached the state of stable sliding. While

this allows a mechanical analysis based on the Coulomb

Failure Criterion, it requires unambiguous identification of

the critical state of stress within a specific segment. This is

readily achieved in analogue experiments, but may pose

problems in natural wedges where the distribution of

seismicity, GPS strain, and continuous deformation of

growth structures in syntectonic depositions may be the only

reliable indicators of continuous failure. Moreover, the

occurrence of two or more critically-tapered segments in a

single wedge implies that a critical-taper analysis of such

wedges cannot be performed with average values of

material properties extrapolated from experimental data.

In consequence, the critical-taper analysis requires identi-

fication of the different kinematic wedge segments, as well

as of the specific stages of the development of frictional

strength.

In convergent sand wedges, bulk wedge strength is not

constant, as a consequence of progressive fault rotation into

mechanically less-favourable orientations and associated

plastic hardening in the thrust sheets by pervasive

deformation. Bulk wedge strength increases toward the

rear and influences the wedge segmentation. Segments in a

critical state of stress are separated from stable segments

(with all other conditions kept constant) by a strength limit.

At this limit, the condition for continuous slip on previously

established and rotated faults is exceeded, resulting in either

inactivation of the fault with discontinuous reactivation or

in renewed failure.

In undercompacted materials, peak strength of the

material must increase as a consequence of pervasive

deformation and bulk compaction. This deformation-

dependent transient property shifts the position of the

strength limits that control the wedge segments toward the

rear. In such cases, the taper may continuously decrease,

resulting in a convex geometry, although it is critical

throughout. Also, mechanical properties predicted from

taper analysis in these cases increasingly diverge from

experimentally-obtained data, supporting the inference of

deformation-dependent transience. Standard measuring

techniques for these properties establish only the long-

term development of shear-zone properties and, so far, do

not allow the quantification of the friction of intervening

material.

Moreover, the occurrence of two or more critically-

tapered segments in a single wedge implies that a critical-

taper analysis of such wedges cannot be performed with

average values of material properties extrapolated from

experimental data. In consequence, the critical-taper

analysis requires identification of the different kinematic

wedge segments, as well as of the specific stages of the

development of frictional strength.
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